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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1. Background

That companies have two options in facing business competition - to grow

or to die – is a common practice for any kind of industry in business world. There

are various means in order for companies to grow inorganically, and mergers and

acquisitions have been recently the most important means (Bertoncelj and Kovač,

2007).

Ross et al (2009) point out that the only one justifiable reason for mergers

is synergy. Ross et al (2009) argue that the combined companies obtain synergy

when the value after the merger is greater than the sum of value of Acquiring

company and that of Target before the merger. The synergy occurs from the

increase in cash flow which is initially due to revenue enhancement, cost

reduction, lower taxes and lower capital requirements (Ross et al, 2009).

M&As experienced an upward trend from 2004 to 2007 before declining

gradually afterwards due to unfavorable economic conditions. The number of

completed deals increased significantly by 60.72% from 18,401 deals in 2004 to

29,574 deals in 2007 before declining by 38.38% to 18,224 deals in 2010. Overall,

the number of M&A deals decreased by 0.16% compounded annual growth rate

(“CAGR”) over the years (Figure 1.1). Despite the downward trends of the overall

number of M&A deals, the target companies obtained an overall increase of

5.95% CAGR due to a gradual increase in premium received from Acquiring/

Surviving companies (Figure 1.2) (Bloomberg Terminal, 15 November 2011).

Out of the total deals completed in 2010, Asian companies contributed the

highest percentages amounting to 38.06% while North American companies

contributed as much as 34.16% followed by European companies (21.18%), Latin

American and Caribbean companies (3.76%) and Middle Eastern and African

companies (2.84%) (Figure 1.3). In addition, M&A activities were worth US$ 2

trillion in 2010 as North American companies spent the most totaling US$ 871

billion (42.38%) and Asian companies were in the second place by spending US$

515 billion (25.04%) followed by European companies (23.91%), Latin American

and Caribbean companies (6.25%) and Middle East and African companies
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(2.42%) with deal volume of US$ 491 billion, US$ 128 billion, and US$ 50

billion, respectively (Figure 1.4) (Bloomberg Terminal, 15 November 2011).

Figure 1.1 M&A by Volume and Number of Deals

Source: Bloomberg Terminal, 15 November 2011

Figure 1.2 M&A by Average Premium and Average Disclosed Deal Size

Source: Bloomberg Terminal, 15 November 2011

Given the large number of transaction of M&A deals in the world, several

studies were conducted to provide a closer look of M&A cases. For the purpose of

this thesis, the author will only focus on the effects of the announcement of M&A

and how the deals were financed to stockholder’s wealth.
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Prior to this thesis, several studies were conducted to scrutinize the

intended topics. For instance, Jensen and Ruback (1983), Huang and Walkling

(1987), and Andrade, Mitchell and Stafford (2001) conclude that returns on Target

stock are higher if the M&A transaction uses the cash deal rather than the stock-

for-stock deal. The cash deal resulted in higher abnormal returns for stockholders

of Target due to tax consideration; shareholders of Target require relatively higher

premiums in conditions that force them to pay immediate taxes on their gains

(Huang and Walkling, 1987). Similar case is also applicable to the returns on

Acquiring/Surviving companies whereas returns on Acquiring/Surviving company

are higher when the M&A transactions uses cash deal rather than stock-for-stock

deal (Travlos, 1987; Andrade, Mitchell and Stafford, 2001).

In Indonesia itself, Widyawirasari (2001) reports that announcement of

M&A during the period of 1995-1996 provided abnormal return to stockholders

even though the return decreased gradually after the announcement date. Thus,

Widyawirasari concludes that M&A does not bring any additional wealth to

stockholders. Meanwhile, Cahyono (2006) conducts a research on return

abnormality received by stockholders associated with the announcement of M&A

for publicly traded Indonesian companies whose stocks were registered in the

Jakarta Stock Exchange (“BEJ”) for the period of 2001 until 2005. Cahyono

concludes that M&A transactions do not create synergy and therefore, do not

create value for acquiring firms.

Markets have interest on information as it conveys profit opportunities so

that they are responsive towards new information (Bodie, Kane and Marcus,

2009). Market reaction is supposedly unpredictable as the information come all of

a sudden, therefore stock price – theoretically – will move randomly (Bodie,

Kane, Marcus, 2009). Damodaran (2002) argues that the event study methodology

is best suited to scrutinize the market reactions towards the information events.

To provide value added to the previous researches, this research is

intended to explore market reactions to M&As announcements by adding the

method of payment element for publicly traded Acquiring/Surviving company and

Target in Indonesia for the period of 2004-2010.
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Figure 1.3 Number of M&A Deals by Region in 2010

Source: Bloomberg Terminal, 15 November 2011

Figure 1.4 M&A Deals by Volume (US$ in billion) in 2010

Source: Bloomberg Terminal, 15 November 2011

1.2. Problems

This research is intended to discuss the following problems:

1. whether announcement of M&As brings abnormal return to stockholders of

Acquiring/Surviving company and Target.

2. whether stockholders of Acquiring/Surviving company receive different

abnormal return compared to stockholders of Target with regards to the

announcement of M&A.
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3. whether stockholders of Acquiring/Surviving company receive different

abnormal return compared to stockholders of Target if the M&A deals are

financed with cash or stocks.

1.3. Objectives of Research

Given the above problems, therefore, the objectives of this research are as

follows:

1. to identify whether announcement of M&A brings abnormal returns to

stockholders of Acquiring/Surviving company and Target.

2. to identify whether there are differences in

abnormal returns earned by stockholders of the Acquiring/Surviving company

and Target.

3. to identify whether there are differences in abnormal returns earned by

stockholders of the Acquiring/Surviving company and Target if the M&A

deals are financed by cash or stocks.

1.4. Benefits of Research

Benefits of this research are as follows:

1. To Future Researchers, this research provides fresher look on market

reactions (in Indonesia) towards mergers and acquisitions announcements and

methods of payments in the form of cash or stocks.

2. To Stockholders, this research provides insight on how Indonesian market

reacted towards mergers and acquisitions announcements. In addition, this

research also provides insight that stockholders may want to consider method

of payment in negotiating the deal as it brings impacts on stock returns.

1.5. Organization of Thesis

Chapter 1 Introduction

This chapter conveys background of M&A activities by volume,

number of deals, average premium, and average disclosed deal

size for the period of 2004-2010. In addition, chapter I consists of

problems, purposes (objectives) of research, and organization of

the thesis

Chapter 2 Literature Review
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This chapter presents the underlying rules in relation to mergers,

acquisitions, consolidations and tender offers. Chapter II also

discusses academic theories which provide basis and foundation

of the research; basic forms of acquisitions, types of merger,

M&As and shareholder value, M&A motives, assumptions in

event study methodology, steps in event study, and basic methods

of conducting event study methodology.

Chapter 3 Methodology

The discussion in this chapter includes research design,

hypothesis, hypothesis testing tool, and explanation of the

methodology employed during the research.

Chapter 4 Analysis and Discussion

This chapter covers the analysis towards the result of the research

and hypothesis testing based on the processed data.

Chapter 5 Conclusions and Suggestions

This chapter presents of conclusions of the research and

suggestions addressed to stockholders of Acquiring/Surviving

companies and Target and for further research.
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CHAPTER 2

LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1. Definition and Basic Forms of Acquisitions

Damodaran (2002) defines acquisitions by the way a company is acquired;

by another firm and by its internal management and outside investors. If a

company is acquired by another firm, then the acquisition can take place in four

different forms; merger, consolidation, tender offer, or acquisition of assets. Both

merger and consolidation require the approval of shareholders whereas no

shareholder approval is needed for tender offer and acquisition of assets. A buyout

occurs when a company is acquired by its own management and outside investors,

consequently the acquired company will continue to exist but becomes a private

company (Figure 2.1).

Figure 0.1 Classification of Acquisitions

Source: Damodaran (2002:691)

The basic forms of acquisitions in common business practice are (Scharf,

Shea and Beck, 1991) as follows:
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Statutory Merger

Merger is defined as incorporation of one company to another. Acquiring

firm assumes all of the assets and liabilities of Target and creates no separate

business entity. A statutory merger is accomplished upon the signing of a

merger agreement by the board of directors and the shareholders of acquiring

company and Target.

Acquisition of stock

Acquisition of stock takes place when acquiring company purchases the

voting stock of Target in exchange for cash and shares of stock. The process of

acquisition of stock starts when the acquiring company proposes a direct offer

to stockholders of Target. An offer might take place in the form of public offer

to buy shares of the Target (by public announcement i.e. newspaper) – this is

usually known as tender offer. Acquisition of stock does not necessarily obtain

the consent of the Board of Directors and shareholders of Target, which opens

possibility to a hostile takeover.

Acquisition of assets

Acquisition of assets generates the transfer of title from Target to

acquiring company. In order for acquisition of asset to be accomplished, a vote

among Target stockholder must take place. Acquisition of assets will not create

minority shareholders as in the acquisition of stock.

2.2. Definition and Types of Merger

Merger occurs when two (or more) companies combine their shares into a

portfolio (Langetieg, Haugen and Wichern, 1980). Merger activity can be grouped

into three different types according to the level of economic activity; horizontal-,

vertical-, and conglomerate merger. Horizontal merger represents a business

combination of two or more companies operating and competing in a relatively

same business activity. Vertical merger is a business combination of two or more

companies operating and competing in different activities along with the value

chain of an industry. In addition, conglomerate merger reflects a business

combination of two or more companies operating and competing in totally

different types of business activities in different industries (Weston, Mitchel, and

Mulherin, 2004).
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2.3. Merger and Acquisition and Shareholder Value

2.3.1. Merger and Acquisition as Value-increasing Activity

Scholars draw different conclusions on valuation effects of M&As. Coase

(1937) believes that M&As are value-increasing decisions as he argues that

M&As create transaction cost efficiency, that is, the decision to produce goods

(and services) depends on the balance of the transaction cost of markets and

internal production after taking technological changes into consideration.

An alternative theory regarding why M&As create value for shareholder is

based on the notion of synergy proposed by Bradley, Desai, and Kim (1988).

They argued that the combined value of the Target and Acquiring companies

increase by 7.4% in a successful tender offer – an attempt to exploit a profit

opportunity due to a change in economic condition by Acquiring/Surviving

company. The value generated by the combination of companies may take in the

form of management efficiency, economies of scale, and any other value-creating

item that falls under the general definition of corporate synergy.

Manne (1965) also views the M&As as value-increasing activities as they

act as self-mechanism to corporate control by facilitating competition for

management of both acquiring company and Target. Manne argues that

management of acquiring company has the right to replace management of Target

if they are held responsible for company’s poor performance.

The research regarding the relationship between merger types and

shareholder returns conducted by Elgers and Clark (1980) argue that

conglomerate mergers resulted in significant wealth effect for stockholders of

both acquiring company and Target, compared to non conglomerate mergers.

2.3.2. Merger and Acquisition as Value-decreasing Activity

In contrast, Jensen (1986) views M&As as value-reducing activities due to

agency costs of free cash flow. In his research of the oil industry in 1970s, Jensen

found that excess of free cash flow led to poor diversification decisions. An

alternative theory in relation to why M&As reduce value for shareholder is based

on the notion of the management entrenchment proposed by Shleifer and Vishny

(1989); management makes investment decisions to increase managements’ value

and is not necessarily in favor of shareholders.
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Langetieg et al (1980) report that M&A is a risk-increasing activity to

stockholder as it increases both systematic, total, and diversifiable risk for the

combined companies.

2.3.3. Merger and Acquisition as Value-neutral Activity

Roll (1986) offers different view from the aforementioned scholars as he

proposed a managerial hubris model – individual managers tend to be overly

confidence in making investment decisions, leading to over value Target’s value

which later falls into the winner’s curse.

2.4. Merger and Acquisition Motives

Berkovitch and Narayanan (1993) researched the correlation among

Target, Acquiring company and total gains to research the motivations behind 330

tender offers during 1963-1988. They found that the synergy was the main driver

for the majority of tender offers occurred during that period, followed by agency

and hubris.

M&A occurs due to both exogenous changes and internal initiatives.

Exogenous changes refer to (1) technological changes, (2) globalization, (3)

changes in industrial organization, (4) new industries, (5) deregulation and

regulation, (6) better macroeconomic condition, (7) higher inequalities in income

and wealth (Weston, Mitchel and Mulherin, 2004).

As far as the internal initiatives are concerned, the most common

motivations in an acquisition from Target’s perspective include (1) inability to

face business competition independently, (2) economies of scale, (3) obtaining

better resources of the acquiring company. In contrast, the most common

motivations in acquisition form acquiring firm’s perspective are, but not limited

to, (1) revenue enhancement, (2) cost reduction, (3) synergies, (4) idle resources,

(5) increasing market share and reducing price competition, (6) extending new

geographic coverage, and (7) diversifying strategy (Sherman and Hart, 2006).

One or more companies which agree to merge usually share the same

motivations such as (1) to reorganize the industry value chain, (2) to achieve

economies of scale and scope in response to threat from low-cost player, (3) to

improve technological processes, (4) to best utilize best management talent, (5) to

receive tax benefits (Sherman and Hart, 2006).
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2.5. Definition of Merger and Acquisition, Consolidation, and Tender Offer

The M&A activities in Indonesia are overseen by the Indonesia Capital

Market and Supervisory Agency (Bapepam) through the issuance of several

regulations; (1) Bapepam Rules No. IX.G.1 concerning Mergers and

Consolidations of Public Companies and Issuers, (2) Bapepam Rules No IX.F.1

regarding Tender Offers, and (3) Bapepam Rules No. IX.H.1 in relation to Open

Company Takeover.

According to the Bapepam rules No. IX.G.1, a merger refers to a legal act

of combining one company or more with another company where only one of the

companies retains its identity. Meanwhile, according to the same regulation,

Bapepam defines consolidation as a legal act in which two or more companies are

combined into new company and all of previous companies cease to operate and

are dissolved. In Bapepam Rules No IX. F. 1, tender offer refers to an offer

through the mass media to acquire equity securities by purchasing or exchanging

with other securities. A company takeover is defined – by Bapepam Rules No. IX.

H. 1 – as an activity which directly or indirectly causes a change in a company’s

control

Based on the same regulation, company’s control is (1) any individual who

owns a minimum of 25% of a company’s shares, unless the person individual

could prove that (s)he does not control the company, or (2) any person individual

who has the ability to control a company directly or indirectly in determining the

designation and resignation of directors (and commissioners) or in making any

change in the company’s article of association.

2.6. Mechanisms According to Bapepam

2.6.1. Requirements of Merger and Consolidation

Bapepam rules No.IX.G.I stipulates the requirements of merger and

consolidation are as follows; (1) directors and commissioners of a public company

that is a participant in a merger or consolidation must submit a Statement to

Bapepam and to the company’s General Meeting of Shareholders which confirm

that the Merger or Consolidation takes into account the interest of the companies,

the public, and fair competition, and will guarantee the rights of shareholders and

employees, (2) aforementioned Statement must be supported by an opinion given
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by an independent individual, (3) the action must obtain the approval of the

General Meeting of Shareholders of the company, (4) participants in the merger

and consolidation action must provide a merger or consolidation statement to

Bapepam that contains the merger or consolidation plan.

2.6.2. Procedures for Mergers or Consolidations

In addition to the requirements of Mergers and Consolidation, rule

No.IX.G.I also provides procedures which have to be followed by companies that

are planning to perform a non organic growth (i.e. merger and consolidations).

The procedures for mergers or consolidations are as follows: (1) that directors of

each company must conduct a feasibility study of the merger or consolidation

upon the receipt of agreement from the commissioners, (2) directors of each

company must provide a merger or consolidation plan that is approved by

commissioners, (3) if the aforementioned merger or consolidation will result in a

material change in the nature of the company, its financial condition or other

relevant matters, the impact of the changes must be described in the merger or

consolidation plan, (4) the merger or consolidation statement along with

supporting documents must be submitted to Bapepam not later than two working

days upon approval by the commissioners, (5) a summary of the merger or

consolidation plan must be announced to the public in two Indonesian

newspapers, one of which must have national circulation, not later than two

working days after the approval of the commissioners. The announcement must

state that the planned merger or consolidation has not been declared effectively by

Bapepam nor received approval of the General Meeting of Shareholders, (6) if

Bapepam does not require additional information from the company within 20

days upon receiving the merger or consolidation statement, it may be assumed that

the statement was complete and that it fulfills all of the established requirements

when submitted, (7) if information regarding the planned merger or consolidation

becomes known by an outside party, the companies participating in the merger or

consolidation must immediately inform Bapepam and announce the planned

merger or consolidation to the public not later than the next work day after the

plan becomes known by outside party, (8) if the shares of companies that are
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participants in the merger or consolidation are listed on a securities exchange,

such companies must comply with the rules of the exchange.

2.6.3.Tender Offer

In the event of a company takeover, Bapepam Rule No. IX.F.1 stipulates

that the new controller of the company must conduct a tender offer for the whole

remaining shares of the company, except for: (1) shares owned by shareholder that

has made another company takeover transaction with the new controller of that

company, (2) shares owned by any other person that has already made an offering

with similar terms and conditions as those of new controller of that company, (3)

shares owned by any other person who, at the same time, also conducts a tender

offer for the same shares, (4) shares owned by substantial shareholders or other

controllers of that company.

The exercise execution of aforementioned tender offer must start no later

than the end of the second workday after the company takeover takes place and

must be performed in accordance with Bapepam Rule No. IX.F.1

2.7. Event Study

2.7.1. Assumptions

2.7.1.1. Market Efficiency

Information is the currency in the stock market, as investors trade stocks

because of the (economic) opportunities from companies whose shares are being

traded. In a simple way, information conveys profit opportunity – something that

is looked after by investors (Bodie, Kane and Marcus, 2009). Thus, if an investor

receives information indicating that some underpriced stocks are available in the

stock market, investor is likely to take long positions until the stock prices reach

the fair level. In case of the price of the stocks increase straight away – at all

already available information – such increase must be driven by new information

(e.g. stock splits, dividends, M&As, resignation of then CEO or appointment of

new CEOs, etc). As the name implies, new information must come all of a

sudden, be unpredictable, so that market (reflected in the stock price) reactions

towards the new information should be unpredictable too. The phenomenon of the

unpredictable market reactions towards the unpredictable information is the
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underlying concept of the random walk theory which is closely related to the

efficient market hypothesis.

The random walk theory argues that the expected change in the stock price

can be positive (or negative) after taking the time value of money and risk factors

(i.e. systematic risk) . Loosely speaking, the theory argues that stock price moves

randomly and unpredictably (Bodie, Kane and Marcus, 2009).

Stock market is efficient when the expected net present value of all future

profits are reflected in the stock price at a given period (Hirschey and Nofsinger,

2008). Damodaran (2002) defines market efficiency based on the true value -

stock price conveys unbiased estimation of the true value of the investment with

the following three important concepts. First, market efficiency does not refer to

the fact that the stock price must reflect the true value of investment every single

time. Alternatively, stock price may be greater or lesser than the true value of

investment only if the price deviation move randomly (and the stock price be

unbiased). In the real world, the stock price may deviate from true value but the

first and foremost criterion is that the deviation must be random. The randomness

in stock price movement leads to the second concept; the stock price deviations

are not correlated with any observable variable – causing an equal chance that

every stock being traded in the market is greater or lower than the true value of

investment at any point in time. Finally, randomness in stock price movement

should prevent any investor in finding under- or over valued stocks consistently.

The efficient market hypothesis suggests that (1) a group of investor is

unable to beat the market consistently by employing any investment strategy and

(2) the expected return aligns with the risk over the long term. The conditions for

market efficiency are created by investors reactions toward other investors actions

in the stock market. Followings are necessary conditions for market efficiency

(Fama, 1970); (1) there is no transaction cost in stock trading, (2) information is

readily available and can be accessed quickly and (3) investors have homogeneous

expectations and are risk-averse.

Alternatively, the required conditions for a market inefficiency to be

eliminated are as follow (Damodaran, 2002); (1) the asset or assets which is/are

the source of the inefficiency has/have to be traded and the transactions costs
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should be lower than the expected profits from certain investment scheme, (2) a

group of investors who are profit-maximizing oriented that they recognize the

potential for excess return and are able to employ the same investment scheme to

obtain excess return due to availability of funds until the inefficient market

disappear.

As far as the market efficiency is concerned, (There are three different

levels of market efficiency : weak form, semi-strong form, and strong form

(Fama, 1970). Charactersitic of the weak-form efficiency is that the current stock

price aligns with the information carried in the historical stock price. Such

condition prevents the chartists and fundamentalists to spot undervalued stocks by

solely depending on the historical price. Meanwhile, the semi-strong form market

efficiency suggests that the current price reflects the combination of the

information in the historical price and all public information (e.g. annual reports,

financial statements, stock dividends, etc.). The implication of such condition is

that a group of investors may not solely rely on the public information in order to

spot undervalued stocks. The strong form market efficiency suggests that the

current price reflects both public and private information so that undervalued

stocks are hardly found consistent.

Scholars use various means to test market efficiency depending on the

investment schemes being observed, among them are portfolio approach and event

study. Portfolio approach is best suited to study excess (abnormal) return for

investment scheme based on trading on observable characteristic of a firm, for

example; P/E ratios, price-to-book ratios, dividend yields, etc. On the other hand,

event study is best suited to study the effect of information events (M&As

announcements, option listing announcements, stock split announcements, etc.)

towards the abnormal return (Damodaran, 2002) . The event study has been

widely recognized as a powerful means to measure the stock price reactions for

two reasons; it tests the null hypothesis that stock market is efficient in relation to

(new) information and to scrutinize the effect of some event on the wealth of

stockholders (Binder, 1998).
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Figure 0.2 Market Reactions toward Announcement of M&A

Source: Damodaran (2002:132)

Figure 2.2 depicts three different market reactions towards announcement

of new information. The first one suggests that market is efficient. The following

picture shows that the stock price increases steadily – providing a chance for

investors to gain excess (abnormal) return upon the announcement. The last

picture shows that the stock increases immediately upon the announcement of new

information followed by some price adjustments, implying that the market

overreacts towards the new information.

2.7.1.2. Confounding Effects

Confounding effects (i.e. industry and size effects) during the event

window are isolated, meaning that there are no other events whose impacts may

disrupt the results of the event study being researched (Slamka, Soukhoroukova

and Spann, 2008).

2.7.2. Steps in Event Study

Event study is employed to scrutinize the market reactions and excess

returns before/after specific information event. Event study involves five steps

(Damodaran, 2002). The first and foremost step is to identify the event to be

studied – the date on which the event is announced. The rationale behind it is that

the market reacts to the information about event rather than about the event itself;

therefore, researcher is encouraged to center the study around the announcement

date for Announcement of M&A. The second step is to make two decisions in

relation to gathering stock returns for acquiring company and Target around the

announcement dates; collection period or data mining (e.g. daily, weekly, etc) and

the event window (number of periods of stock returns before and after the

announcement dates). The third step requires an adjustment to the stock return by

period (around the announcement date). The fourth step is to average the excess of
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returns by period across the acquiring company and Target and to compute a

standard error. The last step requires an estimation of the t-statistic for each period

by dividing the average excess return by standard error. This last step is designed

to ensure whether the excess returns around the announcement are different from

zero.

2.7.3. Basic Methods

There are three methods with regards to the event study (Weston, Mitchel,

and Mulherin, 2004):

The mean adjusted return method

Under this method, the average daily returns for acquiring company and

Target are estimated after the “clean” period is predetermined. The clean

period may refer to before the event period, after the event period, or both, but

it never includes the event period. Days on which no information related to the

event is announced must be included into the clean period. The predicted return

for the firm for each day in the event period is simply the mean daily return for

the clean period for acquiring company and Target.

The market model method

The market model requires the clean period selection first before

employing a regression for the days in the clean period. The idea behind this

method is to predict daily return for companies by taking into consideration (1)

the sensitivity of companies to the return on a market index for certain period

(i.e. daily) and (2) the mean return over the period not explained by the market.

The market adjusted return method

The predicted return for a company for a day in the event period is

simply the return on the market index for that particular day.
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CHAPTER 3 METHODOLOGY

METHODOLOGY

3.1. Overview

As stated in the introduction, the main purpose of this study is to find the

effects of announcement of M&A and how the deals are financed to abnormal

return for stockholders of publicly traded Acquiring/Surviving companies and

Target. In addition, this study also aims to find whether there are differences in

abnormal returns earned by the stockholders and also to find whether there are

differences in abnormal returns earned by stockholders of the acquiring company

and Target if the M&A transaction use deal and or stock-for-stock deal.

The methodology of this study consists the following steps (Fidiasari,

2006):

1. Data collection, which consists of identifying the event to be studied,

identifying event date, determining estimation period and event window, data

gathering and sample selection,

2. Data processing, which consists of expected return- and event study modeling.

The expected return modeling is aimed to obtain the expected individual stock

return of Acquiring/Surviving companies and Target by employing regression

analysis with market return as regressor (time series analysis is employed for

insignificant expected return model).

The event study is aimed to capture the abnormal return of

Acquiring/Surviving company and Target by calculating the difference

between the actual return and the expected return. The difference, known as

the residual return or abnormal return, is then accumulated to obtain the

cumulative abnormal return (CAR).

3. Significance test, which consists of building hypothesis, conducting statistical

significance test, and obtaining interpretation of the test result. The purpose of

the significance test is to obtain whether the effects of announcement of M&A

and method of payment are statistically significant different from zero to

validate that the stockholders of both Acquiring/Surviving company and
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Target receives abnormal returns. Following table describes the aforementioned

methodology.

Figure 3.1 Methodology Sequence

Source: Fidiasari (2006:32), Author analysis

3.2. Data Collection

3.2.1. Identifying Event

Event to be studied is the first announcement of M&A published by

potential Acquiring/Surviving company as Bapepam allows the second

announcement – caused by addition of changes of information as required by

Bapepam according to Bapepam Rules No. IX.F.1. and No.IX.G.I.

The main idea of choosing only the announcement of M&A (not the

effective date of M&A) is that the difficulty of indicating whether the abnormal

return generated before the date of M&A is the result of a merger event or due to

good performance before the M&A takes place (Dodd and Ruback, 1997 in

Cahyono, 2006).

3.2.2.Identifying Sample

Samples in this research involve publicly traded Acquiring/Surviving

companies and Target whose stocks are listed in the Indonesian stock market for
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the announcement period of 2004-2010 and completed M&A deals in the

aforementioned period either by cash or stocks (Table 3.1 and Table 3.2). The

author believes that the seven-year span will meet the number of data in

conducting statistical significance test. The sample identification is designed to

have a fresher look on the M&A phenomena for the past seven years.

Table 3.1 Identifying Sample
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Table 3.1 Identifying Sample (continued)

Source: Bloomberg Terminal, 15 November 2011

Author analysis

Table 3.2 Total Samples

Source: Bloomberg Terminal, 15 November 2011

Author analysis

3.2.3. Identifying Event Date

According to aforementioned events, the first event date in this research is

the first announcement date by Acquiring/Surviving company as issued in

Indonesian newspaper that is nationally circulated. In the case where the

announcement dates in the newspaper are not available, the author refers to the

dates as recorded by Bloomberg.

3.2.4. Determining Estimation Period and Event Window

There is no exact science on determining event window as it requires

professional judgments. Employing long event window provides better condition

for researchers to capture the effect of stock price movements in response to an

event at the expense of noise towards the data. Weston, Mitchel, and Mulherin

(2004) reported that many scholars use an event window of [-40,40] in conducting

event studies.

Jogiyanto (in Tobing, 2004) suggests that the choice of long or short event

window is subject to the type of an event; short event window is preferable if the

economic value on the event is easily predictable (i.e. announcement of annual
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earnings and dividends) because stockholders will react to the announcement

quickly. In contrast, long event window is preferable if the economic value of an

event is hardly predictable such as announcement of M&A as stockholders require

longer time to react in response to the announcement. Jogiyanto suggests that an

event window of 71 days (10 days before the Announcement of M&A, one day at

the announcement date, and 60 days after the announcement) is preferable for

M&A. Solibakke (in Cahyono, 2006: 25) uses estimation period of 12 to 14

months before the announcement to observe daily return in the Norwegian market

for the period 1983 to 1994. Solibakke argues that (1) events can influence returns

in various ways, (2) the market model can be modified to control for non-

synchronous trading and asymmetric volatility, and (3) event and non-event

period can be molded into a single model.

Likewise, there is no exact science on determining the estimation period as

it solely depends on the researcher’s judgment. As far as estimation period is

concerned, 250 days is preferable because it reflects the average trading day in the

Indonesian stock market. Thus, the event window and estimation period for this

research will be [-10,60] and 250 days, respectively.

Figure 3.2 Estimation Period and Event Window

Source: Author analysis

3.2.5. Data Gathering

The data for daily individual stock performance and market return are

acquired from Bloomberg based on the event date starting from day -260 (before

the announcement) until 60 days after the announcement.

3.2.6. Sample Selection

Samples will be eliminated if they fail to fulfill the following criteria: (1)

both Acquiring/Surviving company and Target must not experience a major

change in business nature (i.e. altering the core business operation of the
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companies), (2) both Acquiring/Surviving companies and Target stock must still

be listed in the Indonesian stock exchange during the event window [-10,60] and

during the estimation period (3) M&A transaction occurred during the event

window must not represent an additional stake purchase, (4) both

Acquiring/Surviving companies and Target must be Indonesian companies whose

stocks are publicly traded in the Jakarta Stock Exchange, (5) there must not be

stock split during the estimation period and event window, and (6) there should be

data sufficiency and liquidity for both acquiring company and Target during

estimation period and event window.

Table 3.3 Applying Elimination Criteria to Identified Samples
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Table 3.3 Applying Elimination Criteria to Identified Samples (continued)

Source: Bloomberg Terminal, 15 November 2011

Author analysis

In total, there are 28 publicly traded Indonesian companies meeting the

aforementioned criteria. The samples include 10 Acquiring/Surviving companies

and 18 Targets. Please refer to the following table for more details regarding the

selected samples.

Table 3.4 Qualified Samples

Source: Bloomberg Terminal, 15 November 2011

Author analysis
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3.3. Data Processing

3.3.1. Calculation of Individual Stock and Market Return

The very first step in data processing is to calculate the return of daily

individual stock return by applying the following formula (Fidiasari, 2006: 39):

1

1






it

itit
it P

PP
R (3.1)

Where: Rit = actual return stock i for period t

Pit = individual stock price for stock i for period t

Pit-1 = individual stock price for stock i for period t-1

Then, then daily return on market (“JCI”) is calculated by applying

following formula (Fidiasari, 2006: 39):

1

1






t

tt
mt JCI

JCIJCI
R

(3.2)

Where: Rmt = market return for period t

JCIt = JCI for period t

JCIt-1 = JCI for period t-1

3.3.2. Single Index Market Model

The author applies the event study methodology to estimate the expected

return of the Indonesian stock market using daily data by applying a single index

(market) model as it is widely recognized as a powerful tool for testing stock

market efficiency (Binder, 1998). As the name implies, the single index model

assumes that the stock price movement is driven by a single common influence or

index.

The fact that movement of stock price follows the movement of market

price suggest that the stock return might be correlated due to a common response

to market changes. Given the aforementioned condition, a useful measure of this

correlation might be obtained by relating the return on a stock return to market

return on a stock market (index) which is formulated as follows (Elton, et al.,

2007: 132):

miii RaR  (3.3)
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Where: iR = return on stock i

ia = a random variable of security i’s return that is independent of the

market’s performance

mR = a random variable of market index return

i= a constant variable that measures the sensivity of firm i to the market,

a measure of risk

In order to capture the effect of the event on stock i, the author controls for

normal relation between the return on stock i during day t¸Rit and Rm during day t

by including the period containing the event in determining the βi (Binder, 1998).

As the random variable of security i’s return that is independent of the market’s

performance ( ia ), it is necessary to break it into two different elements; the expected

value of ia ( i) and the random (uncertain) component of ia (ei). The decomposition of

ia can be written as follows (Elton, et al., 2007: 133):

iii ea  (3.4)

Therefore, subtituting ia with the equation (3.4), the equation (3.3) can be

written as follows (Elton, et al., 2007: 133):

imiii eRR   (3.5)

Note that (1) ei and mR are random variables so that both variables have

probabilities distribution and means as well as standard deviations and (2) ei and

mR are uncorrelated – implying how well equation (3.5) explains the return on

any security is independent of what the return on the market happens to be.

Aforementioned statements can be constructed as follows (Elton, et al., 2007:

133):

0))(0[()cov(  mmimi RReERe (3.6)

Value of αi and βi (as well as ei
2 ) can be estimated by employing a time

series-regression analysis, a technique guarantees that ei and mR will be

uncorrelated for the period to which the equation has been fit (Elton, et al., 2007).

Elton, et al. (2007) argues that the single index model has a unique

characteristic compare to other models, that is based on the assumption that value
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of ei is independent of that of ej. Alternatively, a common co-movement with the stock

market is the only driven factor why stocks vary together systematically. This notion

implies that industry effects and any other effects beyond market do not play roles in co-

movement among securities, which can be written as (Elton, et al., 2007: 133):

0)( jieeE (3.7)

3.3.3. Estimated Return

The expected return on a security i for period of t can be written as (Elton,

et al., 2007: 134):

][)( imtiiit eRERE   (3.8)

As the expected value of sum of random variables is simply the sum of the

expected values, equation (3.8) may be rearranged as (Elton, et al., 2007: 134):

)()()()( imtiiit eEREERE   (3.9)

The fact that both i and iare constant variables and the expected value of

ie is zero. Therefore equation (3.9) can be written as follows (Elton, et al., 2007: 134):

mtiiit RRE )( (3.10)

3.3.4. Abnormal Return

A stock experience an abnormal return when ie is different from zero. Thus,

the abnormal return is calculated as the discrepancies between the actual return

and the expected return in the event window. It is essentially the part of the return

that is unpredicted. In other words, it is an estimate of the change in stock value

on that day triggered by the event. The formula for abnormal return is as follows

(Oelger and Schiereck, 2011: 147):

)( ititit RERAR  (3.11)

Where: ARit = abnormal return stock i for period t (ussually known as the ie - in a

condition that the value of ie is different from zero)

Rit = actual return stock i for period t

E(R it) = expected return stock i for period t
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3.3.5. Cumulative Abnormal Return

Next is to cumulate the average return across the companies which is then

accumulated for each day over the entire event period to produce the cumulative

average return (Oelger and Schiereck, 2011: 47):





2

1

t

tt
tit ARCAR

(3.12)

Where: CARit = cumulative average return for stock i for period t

ARt = averaged abnormal return across the companies for period t

3.3.6. Average Abnormal Return Across Companies

The next step is to average the abnormal return across the companies for

each day in event time to produce the average residual for that day (Oelger and

Schiereck, 2011: 47):






 n

i itt AR
n

AAR
1

1

(3.13)

Where: AARt = averaged abnormal return across the companies for period t

ARit = abnormal return stock i for period t

n = number of companies

3.3.7. Cumulative Averaged Abnormal Return

The next step is to average the cumulative abnormal return across the

companies (MacKinley, 1997: 23):





2

1
2,1

t

tt
ttt AARCAAR

(3.14)

Where: CAARt1,t2 = cumulative averaged abnormal return during event window

AARt = averaged abnormal return across the companies for period t

3.3.8. Heteroskedasticity and Dependence

The fact that the abnormal return estimators are not independent or the

absence of identical variance will generate problems in hypothesis testing. Most

of the time, the abnormal return estimators fall into following conditions: (1) they

are cross-sectionally correlated, (2) each individual stock has its unique variances,

(3) they are dependent over the periods, and (4) they have even greater variance

during the event period compared to the surrounding periods. Such problems can

be solved by standardizing the abnormal return by its estimated standard deviation
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based on the residual variance (prediction errors) from the estimation period

(Binder, 1998). Therefore, formula (3.11) to (3.14) should be re-written as

follows.

3.3.9. Standardized Abnormal Return

iSAR

itit
it

RER
SAR


)(


(3.15)

Where: SARit = standardized abnormal return stock i for period t (ussually known

as the ie - in a condition that the value of ie is different from zero)

Rit = actual return stock i for period t

E(R it) = expected return stock i for period t

iSAR = standard error or the residual variance (prediction errors) for stock i

3.3.10. Standardized Cumulative Abnormal Return





2

1

t

tt
tit SARSCAR

(3.16)

Where: SCARit = standardized cumulative average return for stock i for period t

SARt = standardized abnormal return across the companies for period t

3.3.11. Standardized Average Abnormal Return






 n

i itt SAR
n

SAAR
1

1

(3.17)

Where: SAARt = standardized averaged abnormal return across the companies for

period t

SARit = standardized abnormal return stock i for period t

n = number of companies

3.3.12. Standardized Cumulative Averaged Abnormal Return





2

1
2,1

t

tt
ttt SAARSCAAR

(3.18)

Where: SCAARt1,t2 = standardized cumulative averaged abnormal return during

event window

SAARt = standardized averaged abnormal return across the companies for

period t
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3.3.13. Hypothesis-testing Procedure

Sanders (1990) states the essential steps in conducting a hypothesis-testing

procedure; (1) stating the null and alternative hypothesis, (2) selecting the level of

significance, (3) determining the test distribution to use, and (4) defining the

rejection region. For the purpose of this research, the author employs both

standardized and non-standardized methods.

3.3.14. Stating the Null- and Alternative Hypothesis

In order to reach the three objectives mentioned in chapter one, this

research is structured with three different hypotheses, presented in the following

tables;

Table 3.5 Hypotheses whether Announcements of M&A Produces Abnormal
Returns to Stockholders of Acquiring/Surviving Company and Target

Non-standardized Standardized

1 H0: ARt 0

H1: ARt 0

3 H0: SARt 0

H1: SARt 0

2 H0: CARt 0

H1: CARt 0

4 H0: SCARt 0

H1: SCARt 0

Source: Author analysis

Table 3.6 Hypotheses whether Announcements of M&A Produces Abnormal
Returns that is not Different from Stockholder of Acquiring/Surviving

Company and that of Target

Non-standardized Standardized

5 H0: AcquirerAR
etTAR arg



H1:
AcquirerAR

etTAR arg


7 H0: AcquirerSAR
etTSAR arg



H1:
AcquirerSAR

etTSAR arg


6 H0: AcquirerCAR
etTCAR arg



H1: AcquirerCAR
etTCAR arg



8 H0: AcquirerSCAR
etTSCAR arg



H1: AcquirerSCAR
etTSCAR arg



Source: Author analysis
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Table 3.7 Hypotheses whether there are Differences In Abnormal Returns
Earned by Stockholders Of Acquiring/Surviving Company and Target If The

M&A Transactions Use Cash Deal or Stock-For-Stock Deal

Non-standardized Standardized

9 H0: CashAcquirerAR 


StockAcquirerAR 


H1: CashAcquirerAR 


StockAcquirerAR 


13 H0: CashAcquirerSAR 


StockAcquirerSAR 


H1: CashAcquirerSAR 


StockAcquirerSAR 


10 H0: CashetTAR arg


StocketTAR arg


H1:
CashetTAR arg


StocketTAR arg



14 H0: CashetTSAR arg


StocketTSAR arg


H1:
CashetTSAR arg


StocketTSAR arg



11 H0: CashAcquirerCAR 


StockAcquirerCAR 


H1: CashAcquirerCAR 


StockAcquirerCAR 


15 H0: CashAcquirerSCAR 


StockAcquirerSCAR 


H1: CashAcquirerSCAR 


StockAcquirerSCAR 


12 H0: CashetTCAR arg


StocketTCAR arg


H1: CashetTCAR arg


StocketTCAR arg


16 H0: CashetTSCAR arg


StocketTSCAR arg


H1: CashetTSCAR arg


StocketTSCAR arg


Source: Author analysis

3.3.15. Selecting the Level of Significance

A level of significance (α) or the risk or erroneous rejection used under

this research is 5%. As a rule of thumb, the αrepresents the Type I error, that is

the risk that a true hypothesis will be rejected whereas Type II error occurs when a

false hypothesis is erroneously accepted as true.

3.3.16. Determining the Test Distribution to Use

This research is going to use one sample ttest with two-tailed test to test the

significance of both abnormal return and cumulative abnormal return for period I

as (1) the standard deviation of the population is unknown and (2) the number of

samples is less than 30. The t value is used to determine the rejection and

acceptance region of the t distribution depends on the level of significance and the

degrees of freedom (which are n-1) (Sanders, 1990).
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In the ttest, abnormal return is compared when they are statistically

different from zero which is formulated as follows (Binder, 1998):

AARt

HotAAR
t




ˆ



(3.19)

Let:

n

s
AArt ̂

(3.20)

Where: AARt = average abnormal return across the companies for period t

AARt̂ = standard error of samples (i.e. abnormal return stock for period t)

0H = 0

s = standard deviation of AARt

n = number of samples

3.3.17. Defining the Rejection Region

If the probability value (p-value) is less than the pre-determined

significance level then it falls into rejection area. Thus, the null hypothesis is

rejected and consequently the alternative hypothesis is accepted. The ttest for

cumulative abnormal return is calculated in the same fashion.
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CHAPTER 4 ANALYSES AND DISCUSSIONS

ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSIONS

4.1. Analysis on the Expected Return Model

The author applies the Analyses ToolPak embedded in the Microsoft Excel

2007 to perform regression analysis to obtain the Single Index Market Model

(SIMM). Below is the summary of the expected model for qualified samples.

Please refer to Appendix 1 for the Overall Fit of the Regression Line and

Statistical Significance.

Table 4.1 Summary of the SIMM

Source: Author analysis

According to Table 4.1, the SIMM is statistically significant for all

companies but PT Hero Supermarket Tbk. (HERO). It indicates that other

variables (other than return on index) might have affected HERO stock return.
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4.2. Hypothesis I

4.2.1. Empirical Results for Acquiring/Surviving Companies

A two-tail ttest with a significance level of 5% is employed in order to see

the significance of the abnormal returns and cumulative abnormal returns for

stockholders of the Acquiring/Surviving company. The empirical results of the

test are summarized in following tables;

Table 4.2 Empirical Result of the Significance Test for Acquiring/Surviving
Company According to Non-standardized- and Standardized Abnormal

Returns
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Table 4.2 Empirical Result of the Significance Test for Acquiring/Surviving
Company According to Non-standardized- and Standardized Abnormal

Returns (continued)

Source: Author analysis

Table 4.3 Empirical Result of the Significance Test for Acquiring/Surviving
Company According to Non-standardized- and Standardized Cumulative

Abnormal Returns
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Table 4.3 Empirical Result of the Significance Test for Acquiring/Surviving
Company According to Non-standardized- and Standardized Cumulative

Abnormal Returns (continued)
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Table 4.3 Empirical Result of the Significance Test for Acquiring/Surviving
Company According to Non-standardized- and Standardized Cumulative

Abnormal Returns (continued)

Source: Author analysis

4.2.2. Analysis for Acquiring/Surviving Companies

On average, the stockholders of Acquiring/Surviving companies

experienced a volatile non-standardized abnormal returns across the event window

[-10,60] ranging from as low as -0.0318 on t+14 to 0.0263 on t+52 (Figure 4.1). The

stockholders did not receive significant abnormal returns prior to and upon the

announcement of M&A as published publicly (on t0). However, the stockholders

started receiving significant abnormal returns – rejecting H0 – only on (1) t+26 by

average (AAR) of 0.0106 at t = 5%, (2) t+37 by AAR of -0.0161 at t = 1%, (3) t+39

by AAR of -0.0171 at t = 5%, and (4) t+43 by AAR of -0.0161 at t = 1% (Table

4.2, Left-hand side).

As far as cumulative average abnormal returns (CAARs) are concerned,

market reacted negatively – in the long run - towards the news starting from t+1

onwards as illustrated on Figure 4.2. Despite the downtrend, the significance test

reveals that the stockholders obtained positive significant cumulative abnormal

returns (CARs) – rejecting H0 – prior to and post announcement of M&A with

following details; (1) on t-4 by average (CAAR) of 0.0287 at t = 5%, (2) on t-1 by
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0.0310 at t = 5%, (3) on t0 by CAAR of 0.0407 at t = 1%, and (4) on t+1 by

CAAR of 0.0471 at t = 1% while followed by non-significant adjustments shortly

after (Table 4.3, Left hand-side).

Figure 4.1 Average Abnormal Return of Acquiring/Surviving Company

Source: Author analysis

Figure 4.2 Cumulative Average Abnormal Return of Acquiring/Surviving
Company

Source: Author analysis

If the AR was standardized, then the stockholders experienced positive

abnormal returns (SARs) few days prior to and upon the announcement of M&A.
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In addition, the stockholders experienced the same fashion compare to non-

standardized AR in the sense that the average abnormal returns (AARs) fluctuated

across the event window (Figure 4.3). The stockholders of Acquiring/Surviving

company started obtaining significant negative SAR (rejection of H0) since t+14

onwards with following details; on (1) t+14 by average (SAAR) of -0.7405 at t =

1%, (2) t+37 by SAAR of -0.4564 at t = 5%, (3) t+39 by SAAR of -0.4939 at t =

1%, (4) t+43 by SAAR of -0.5822 at t = 1%, (5) t+46 by SAAR of -0.6831 at t =

5%, (6) t+50 by SAAR of -0.4474 at t = 5% (Table 4.2, Right hand-side).

Figure 4.3 Standardized Average Abnormal Return of Acquiring/Surviving
Company

Source: Author analysis

Market also reacted negatively in the long run towards the announced

M&A plan starting from t0 onwards in terms of standardized cumulative average

abnormal return (SCAAR) (Figure 4.4). The stockholders of Acquiring/Surviving

company experienced an increasing SCAAR by 0.7578 from t-10 (0.0513) to t-1

(0.8091) but was not statistically significant. Then the stockholders obtained

significant positive SCARs – rejecting H0 – only on (1) t0 by average (SCAAR) of

1.2835 at t = 1%, (2) t+1 by SCAAR of 1.3578 at t = 5%. Despite the significant

positive SCARs, the stockholders also started obtaining negative SCARs –

rejecting H0 – starting on t+14 of -0.3499 and kept decreasing throughout the rest
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of event window until it reached significant negative SCARs on (1) t+59 by SCAAR

of -2.8849 at t = 5%, and on (2) t+60 by SCAAR of -2.6827 at t = 5% (Table 4.3,

Right hand-side).

Figure 4.4 Standardized Cumulative Average Abnormal Return of
Acquiring/Surviving Company

Source: Author analysis

In conclusion, significant negative ARs occurred only for three days post

announcement (i.e. t+37, t+39, t+43) but when the ARs were standardized (SARs),

stockholders of Acquiring/Surviving company obtained more significant negative

ARs across the event window (i.e. t+37, t+39, t+43, t+46 and t+50). The measurement of

CAR shows that market overreacted towards the announcement of M&A and H0

should only be rejected on followings; a few days prior to announcement (on t-4

and on t-1), upon the announcement (t0) and post announcement (t+1). When the

CAR was standardized (SCAR), then the stockholders overreacted towards the

news as it was reflected on significant positive SCARs only on t0 and t+1 before

experiencing sharp declines shortly after and finally reached significant negative

SCAARs on t+59 (-2.8849) and t+60 (-2.6827) so that H0 should be rejected

accordingly.
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Figure 4.5 Outliers Snapshot for Acquiring Company based on Cumulative
Abnormal Returns

Source: Author analysis

4.2.3. Empirical Results for Target

A two-tail ttest with a significance level of 5% is employed in order to see

the significance of the abnormal returns and cumulative abnormal returns for

stockholders of Target. The empirical results of the test are summarized in

following tables;

Table 4.4 Empirical Result of the Significance Test for Target According to
Non-standardized- and Standardized Abnormal Returns
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Table 4.4 Empirical Result of the Significance Test for Target According to
Non-standardized- and Standardized Abnormal Returns (continued)

Source: Author analysis
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Table 4.5 Empirical Result of the Significance Test for Target According to
Non-standardized- and Standardized Cumulative Abnormal Returns
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Table 4.5 Empirical Result of the Significance Test for Target According to
Non-standardized- and Standardized Cumulative Abnormal Returns

(continued)

Source: Author analysis

4.2.4. Analysis for Target

Both significance tests of AR and SAR show the same pattern of average

return abnormality obtained by stockholders of Target (Figure 4.5 and Figure 4.6),

that was, the abnormal returns – on average (AARs) – occurred only upon the

announcement of M&A news. The stockholders obtained both significant positive

AR and SAR by average of 0.0567 at t = 5% and of 1.7359 at t = 5%,

respectively, indicating market efficiency. However, there were adjustments on

the ARs and SARs as the stockholders obtained significant negative AR on t+45 by

average of 0.0169 at t = 1% and negative significant SARs on t+20 by average of

0.2073 at t = 5% and on t+45 by average of 0.6265 at t = 5% (Table 4.4).

Cumulatively, market reacted only upon the announcement and

stockholders of Target responsed positively to the newly announced M&A as

reflected on CAAR as well as SCAAR from t0 through t+14 and from t+17 until t+23

(Figure 4.7 and Figure 4.8).
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Overall, the announced M&A plans were perceived positively by market

and therefore producing significant positive ARs as well as SARs (rejection of H0)

for stockholders of Target upon the announcement followed by some significant

negative AR days after. However, when the ARs were cumulated, the stockholders

obtained significant positive CAR (either non-standardized or standardized) upon

Figure 4.6 Average Abnormal Return of Target

Source: Author analysis

Figure 4.7 Standardized Average Abnormal Return of Target

Source: Author analysis
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and post announcement. Having said that, the H0 should be rejected accordingly.

Figure 4.8 Cumulative Average Abnormal Return of Target

Source: Author analysis

Figure 4.9 Standardized Cumulative Average Abnormal Return of Target

Source: Author analysis
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Figure 4.10 Outliers Snapshot for Target based on Cumulative Abnormal
Returns

Source: Author analysis

4.3. Hypothesis II

4.3.1. Empirical Results for both Acquiring/Surviving company and Target

A two-tail ttest with a significance level of 5% is employed in order to see

whether stockholders of Acquiring/Surviving company and stockholders of Target

received significant different abnormal returns and cumulative abnormal returns.

The empirical results of the test are summarized in following tables;

Table 4.6 Non-standardized- and Standardized Abnormal Returns for
Acquiring/Surviving and Target
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Table 4.6 Non-Standardized and Standardized Abnormal Returns for
Acquiring/Surviving and Target (continued)

Source: Author analysis
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Table 4.7 Non-standardized- and Standardized Cumulative Abnormal
Returns for Acquiring/Surviving and Target
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Table 4.7 Non-standardized and Standardized Cumulative Abnormal
Returns for Acquiring/Surviving and Target (continued)

Source: Author analysis

4.3.2. Analysis for both Acquiring/Surviving company and Target

Stockholders of Acquiring/Surviving company (Group 1) and Stockholders of

Target (Group 2) received the same abnormal returns (ARs) prior to and upon the

announcement of M&A (on t0) according to the significance test. However, Group 1

obtained significant different ARs post announcement; on (1) t+14 with an average (AAR)

of -0.0318 against Group 2’s AAR of -0.0002 at t = 5%, (2) t+35 with AAR of 0.0021

against Group 2’s AAR of -0.0061 at t = 1%, and (3) t+41 with AAR of 0.0139

against Group 2’s AAR of -0.0088 at t = 5% (Table 4.6, Left hand-side).

Consequently, H0 should be rejected on aforementioned days.

If the AR was standardized, then Group 1 only received significantly

different standardized abnormal returns (SARs) compare to that of Group 2 on (1)

t+6 by average (SAAR) of 0.2918 against Group 2’s SAAR of -0.2854 at t = 5%,

(2) t+14 by average (SAAR) of -0.7405 against Group 2’s SAAR of -0.0292 at t =

5%, and (3) t+35 by average (SAAR) of 0.0814 against Group 2’s SAAR of -0.2243

at t = 1% (Table 4.6, Right hand-side ). As a result, H0 was rejected only on t+6,

t+14, and t+35.

In conclusion, the Group 1 received significantly different cumulative ARs

(CARs) for as much as 13 days post the announcement of M&A when the

abnormal returns were cumulated (Table 4.7, Left hand-side). Yet, there were no

significantly different standardized CAR (SCAR) received between Group 1 and
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Group 2 prior to, upon the announcement and post announcement of M&A

(across event window).

4.4. Hypothesis III

4.4.1. Empirical Results for Cash Deal vs. Stock Deal –Acquiring Company

A two-tail ttest with a significance level of 5% is employed in order to see

whether market reacted differently if Acquiring/Surviving company financed the

deal either by cash deal or stocks deal. The empirical results of the test are

summarized in following tables;

Table 4.8 Significance Test for Cash Deal vs. Stock Deal – Acquiring
Company based on Abnormal Returns
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Table 4.8 Significance Test for Cash Deal vs. Stock Deal – Acquiring
Company based on Abnormal Returns (continued)

Source: Author analysis

Table 4.9 Significance Test for Cash Deal vs. Stock Deal - Acquiring
Company based on Cumulative Abnormal Returns
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Table 4.9 Significance Test for Cash Deal vs. Stock Deal – Acquiring
Company based on Cumulative Abnormal Returns (continued)
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Table 4.9 Significance Test for Cash Deal vs. Stock Deal – Acquiring
Company based on Cumulative Abnormal Returns (continued)

Source: Author analysis

4.4.2. Analysis for Cash Deal vs. Stock Deal –Acquiring Company

According to the significance test, stockholders of Acquiring/Surviving company

who used cash deal (Group 3) and stockholders of Acquiring/Surviving company who

used stock deal (Group 4) received no significant different ARs prior to and upon the

announcement of M&A. However, cash deal resulted in significantly lower ARs

compared to stock deal post announcement of M&A; on (1) t+10 by average (AAR) of -

0.0113 against Group 4’s AAR of 1.1397 at t = 1%, (2) t+37 by AAR of -0.0246

against Group 4’s AAR of 0.8561 at t = 5%, (3) t+49 of -0.0199 against Group

4’s AAR of 0.9087 at t = 1% and (4) t+57 of -0.0128 against Group 4’s AAR of

0.6718 at t = 5% (Table 4.8, Left hand-side). Consequently, H0 was only rejected

post announcement; on t+10, t+37, t+39, and t+57.

If ARs were standardized, there were still no significant different

standardized ARs (SARs) received between Group 3 and Group 4 prior to and

upon the announcement of M&A. Significant different SARs only occurred post

announcement of M&A with following details; on (1) t+6 by average SAR (SAAR)

of 0.7136 against Group 4’s SAAR of -0.3410 at t = 5%, (2) t+10 by SAAR of -

0.1633 against Group 4’s SAAR of 0.2826 at t = 5%, (3) t+28 by SAAR of -0.1157

against Group 4’s SAAR of -1.1453 at t = 5%, (4) t+49 by SAAR of -0.6194

against Group 4’s SAAR of 0.6106 at t = 5% and (5) t+60 by SAAR of 0.4703

against Group 4’s SAAR of -0.2000 at t = 1% (Table 4.8, Right hand-side).

There were significant differences in cumulative ARs (CARs) received

between Group 3 and Group 4 only prior to the announcement of M&A; on (1) t-7
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by average (CAAR) of 0.0643 against Group 4’s CAAR of -0.0379 at t = 1%, (2)

t-6 by CAAR of 0.0695 against Group 4’s CAAR of -0.0115 at t = 5% and (3) t-5

by CAAR of 0.0713 against Group 4’s CAAR of -0.0061 at t = 1% (Table 4.9,

Left hand-side). Thus, market responded positively to the M&A that were

financed by cash rather than by stocks, causing Group 3 received higher

significant CARs compare to Group 4 on the aforementioned days. Supposed the

CARs across the event window were standardized, then Group 3 received

significantly different standardized CARs (SCARs) compare to Group 4 only on t-7

by average (SCAAR) of 1.3646 compare to Group 4’ SCAAR of -1.6790 at t =

5%.

In conclusion, M&A deals financed with stocks have different abnormal

effects from M&A deals that are financed with cash - market was in favor of

Acquiring/Surviving company which financed the deals by stocks rather than by

cash in terms of daily abnormal returns. But when the returns were cumulated,

then Acquiring/surviving company which financed the deals by cash became

favorable. Some possible reasons include; (1) intuitively, stock-financed M&A

(definitely) results in issuance of new shares which eventually brings dilution

effects to existing shareholders of Acquiring/Surviving company, (2) as a matter

of fact, Acquiring/Surviving company in Indonesia paid higher average premium

(24.44%) compared to those globally (18.99%) for the period of 2004-2010

creating higher transfer of wealth from one group of stockholders to another. The

fact that there were significant positive CAR and SCAR prior to the news leads the

author to conclude that the market already anticipated the M&A deals before they

were announced publicly, (3) M&A theory explains that the different abnormal

effects from M&A deals are caused by information differences between managers

and outside. The underlying idea is that, “managers are more likely to issue equity

when they perceive that it is overvalued by the stock market than when

undervalued. Consequently, investors observed an equity issue bid down the stock

price” (Myers and Majluf, 1984 in Andrade, Mitchell, and Stafford, 2001: 111).
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4.4.3. Empirical Results for Cash Deal vs. Stock Deal – Target

A two-tail ttest with a significance level of 5% is employed in order to see

whether market reacted differently if Target obtained cash or stocks in M&A

deals. The empirical results of the test are summarized in following tables;

Table 4.10 Significance Test for Cash Deal vs. Stock Deal – Target based on
Abnormal Returns
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Table 4.10 Significance Test for Cash Deal vs. Stock Deal – Target Based on
Abnormal Returns (continued)

Source: Author analysis

Table 4.11 Significance Test for Cash Deal vs. Stock Deal – Target based on
Cumulative Abnormal Returns
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Table 4.11 Significance Test for Cash Deal vs. Stock Deal – Target based on
Cumulative Abnormal Returns (continued)

Source: Author analysis

4.4.4. Analysis for Cash Deal vs. Stock Deal – Target

The significance test shows that there were no significantly different ARs

received between stockholders of Target who received cash (Group 5) and stockholders
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of Target who received stocks (Group 6) prior to and upon the announcement of M&A.

There were, however, significantly different ARs received by Group 5 and Group 6 post

the announcement as follows; on (1) t+20 by average (AAR) of -0.0026 against Group 6’s

AAR of -0.0080 at t = 1% and (2) t+53 by AAR of 0.0141 against Group 6’s AAR of -

0.0238 at t = 1%. Thus, market reacted positively when Target was acquired by

cash rather than by stocks causing Group 5 to receive significantly higher AARs

compared to Group 6 (Table 4.10, Left hand-side). In addition, there were no

significantly different standardized ARs (SARs) received by Group 5 and Group 6

prior to and upon the announcement of M&A.

Both Groups received significant SARs only post announcement; on (1)

t+10 by average (SAAR) of 0.0397 against Group 6’s SAAR of 0.1342 at t = 1%,

(2) t+24 by SAAR of -0.1849 against Group 6’s SAAR of 0.2621 at t = 1%, (3) t+27

by SAAR of -0.2052 against Group 6’s SAAR of 0.2432 at t = 5%, (4) t+42 by

SAAR of 0.0559 against Group 6’s SAAR of -0.6085 at t = 5%, (5) t+53 by SAAR

of 0.3905 against Group 6’s SAAR of -1.0476 at t = 5%, and (6) t+58 by SAAR of -

0.0585 against Group 6’s SAAR of -0.1147 at t = 5% (Table 4.10, Right hand-

side). Cumulatively, both Groups received no significance different abnormal

return whether or not the returns were standardized (Table 4.11).

In conclusion, there were significant differences in abnormal returns

received by Group 5 and Group 6 post announcement of M&A. However, the

evidence on the significance test does not show a clear cut whether it was better

for the stockholders to receive cash or stock in M&A deals. Thus, the abnormal

effect received by stockholders of Indonesian Target requires further investigation

as theory of tax consideration proposed by Huang and Walkling (1987) -

shareholders of Target requires relatively higher premiums in conditions that force

them to pay immediate taxes on their gains - does not apply in this research

(Indonesia applies sales tax instead of capital gain tax).

4.5. Mini Case study of PT Bank Niaga, Tbk.

PT Bank Niaga, Tbk. (BNGA) announced to public that they intended to

merge with PT Lippobank, Tbk (LPBN) on 3 June 2008 by cash. BNGA was
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established in September 1955 and was listed on the Jakarta and Surabaya Stock

Exchange (now the Indonesia Stock Exchange) in 1989. The Government of

Indonesia once protected a majority shareholding of BNGA due to unfavorable

economic crisis in the late 1990s. CIMB Group Holdings Berhad (the CIMB

Group Holdings) successfully obtained a majority control of Bank Niaga from the

Figure 4.11 Cumulative Abnormal Returns of BNGA

Source: Author analysis

Indonesia Bank Restructuring Agency (IBRA) in 2002. In order for the CIMB

Group Holdings to perform an internal reorganization, they consolidated all

operating subsidiaries under CIMB Group by transferring their shares in the Bank

to CIMB group in 2007. Khazanah, the majority shareholder of CIMB Group

Holdings, transferred its shares to CIMB Group in 2008 as part of its internal

reorganization following acquisition of majority ownership of LPBN in 2005

(About Us: CIMB Niaga n.d.)

As a result of the merger, BNGA and LPBN have a broad portfolio of

banking services in Indonesia; corporate banking services, small-medium

enterprises (SMEs) services, mortgages, and payment processing system. The

management of BNGA believes that the merger will create a synergy –

particularly on revenue enhancement – due to (1) increase in cross selling, (2)
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fixed income and (5) lower cost of fund as a result of increase in economics of

scale (Bisnis Indonesia, 3 January 2008).

Figure 4.11 depicts the cumulative abnormal returns of BNGA 10 days

prior to the announcement (t-10) until 60 days post announcement (t+60). It shows

that overall, market reacted positively towards the announcement as stockholders

obtained an increase in cumulative abnormal returns of 0.1749 from -0.0745 on

t-10 to 0.1005 on t+60.

The conclusion of hypothesis I points out that the Acquiring/Surviving

company’s stock price generally falls upon the announcement of the deal. That

stockholders of BNGA (intuitively) obtained positive cumulative abnormal

returns might be caused by method of payment (by cash). Ross et al (2009) points

out that based on empirical evidence, the Acquiring/Surviving company’s stock

price generally falls upon the announcement of stocks deal.

M&A theory explains that the different abnormal effects from M&A deals

are caused by information differences between managers and outside, that is,

managers are more likely to use cash deal when they perceive that it is

undervalued by the stock market. Consequently, investors observe non-existence

of an equity issue bid up the stock price (Myers and Majluf, 1984 in Andrade,

Mitchell, and Stafford, 2001).
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CHAPTER 5

CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS

5.1. Conclusions

Having the Single Index Market Model and significance tests, the author

can conclude that:

Market perceived the announcements of M&A negatively, causing

stockholders of Acquiring/Surviving company to earn significant negative

abnormal returns (either non-standardized or standardized) few days post

announcements. As the abnormal returns were cumulated, the stockholders of

Acquiring/Surviving company already anticipated the news so that they might

experience the abnormality prior to, upon, and a day after the announcement

(applies to CAARs) before experiencing negative SCAARs in the long run.

On the contrary, the announcements of M&A were perceived positively by

stockholders of Target by awarding significant positive AARs (followed by

some significant negative adjustments) and also significant positive CARs

(either non-standardized or standardized).

There were significant differences in abnormal returns (AR, SAR, CAR, and

SCAR) received by stockholders of both Acquiring/Surviving and Target only

after the announcement. Stockholders of Acquiring/Surviving companies

received significant negative CARs and SCARs whereas stockholders of Target

received significant positive CARs and SCARs.

There were significant differences in abnormal returns (AR, SAR, CAR, SCAR)

earned by stockholders of Acquiring/Surviving company which financed the

deal by cash and stock only after the announcement of the deal. Those which

financed the deal by cash received significant positive CAR and SCAR while

those which financed the deal by stocks received significant negative CAR and

SCAR. In addition, there were also significant different abnormal returns (ARs

and SARs) earned by stockholders of Target who received cash and

stockholders of Target who received stocks only after the announcement.
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5.2. Research Limitations

Limitations in this research are as follows;

Merger and acquisition deal is essentially a complex business transaction so

that market reacts towards various non-quantifiable determinants/variables. For

instance, animal spirit, different (business/economic) expectation towards the

deal, stockholders’ irrationality.

The number of qualified samples is only 26% of total identified samples as

most of identified samples are foreign companies (either Acquiring/Surviving

companies or Target). Therefore, this research is affected by the characteristics

of samples.

5.3. Suggestions

5.3.1. To Future Researchers

Future researchers may need to take the case-by-case approach (by

interviewing particular stockholder) in order to take the non-quantifiable

determinants/variables into account.

With regards to the characteristics of samples, future researchers may need to

capture larger sample size by (1) extending the period of research (for example,

since the inception of Indonesian stock market) and (2) including alternative

method of payment (by leverage buy-out).

 In addition, the effect of both foreign Acquiring/Surviving company and Target

could be factored in into future researches.

5.3.2. To Stockholders

According to empirical result of this research, stockholders of

Acquiring/Surviving company should anticipate the negative abnormal return in

the long run in executing M&A deals. The scale of negative abnormal return is

controllable by financing the deal with cash instead of stocks. On the other hand,

stockholders of Target should anticipate the positive abnormal return upon- and

post announcement (in the long run) of M&A. The scale of abnormal returns,

however, is uncontrollable.
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Appendix 1
Overall Fit of the Regression Line and Statistical Significance
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Appendix 2
A Sample Calculation of Abnormal Return on PT. Bank Niaga, Tbk. (BNGA)
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